Abstract. We introduce a new subclass of Allen's interval algebra we call "ORD-Horn subclass," which is a strict superset of the "pointisable subclass." We prove that reasoning in the ORD-Horn subclass is a polynomial-time problem and show that the path-consistency method is sufficient for deciding satisfiability. Further, using an extensive machine-generated case analysis, we show that the ORD-Horn subclass is a maximal tractable subclass of the full algebra (assuming P # NP). In fact, it is the unique greatest tractable subclass amongst the subclasses that contain all basic relations.
Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinety. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. @ 1995 ACM 0004-5411/95/0100-0043 $03.50 B. NEBEL AND H.-J. BURCRERT [Allen 1984; Song and Cohen 1988] , general planning [Allen 1991; Allen and Koomen 1983] , presentation planning in a multi-media context [Andr6 et al. 1993; Feiner et al. 1993] , diagnosis of technical systems [Nokel 1991] , and knowledge representation [Koubarakis et al. 1987; Weida and Litman 1992] , the representation of qualitative temporal relations and reasoning about them is essential. Allen [1983] introduces an algebra of binary relations on intervals (hereafter referred to as Allen's intend algebra) for representing qualitative temporal information and addresses the problem of reasoning about such information.
In particular, he gives an algorithm for computing an approximation to the strongest implied relation for each pair of intervals, which is a simplified version of the path-consistency algo~ithrn [Mackworth 1977 ]. As already noted by Allen [1983] , the path-consistency method is in general not sufficient for computing the strongest implied relation for each pair of intervals.
Since this problem is NP-hard in the full algebra [Vilain et al. 19891, it is very unlikely that other polynomial-time algorithms will be found that solve this problem in general. Subsequent research has concentrated on designing more efficient reasoning algorithms, on identifying tractable special cases, and on isolating sources of computational complexity.1 However, it is by no means clear whether the tractable cases that have been identified are maximal and whether the sources of computational complexity found are the only ones. We extend these previous results in three ways. First, we present a new tractable subclass of Allen's interval algebra, which we call ORD-Horn subclass for reasons that will become obvious below. This subclass is considerably larger than all other known tractable subclasses (it contains 10% of the full algebra) and strictly contains the pointisable subclass [Ladkin and Maddux 1988; van Beek 1990] . Second, we show that path consistency is sufficient for deciding satisfiability in this subclass. Third, using an extensive machine-generated case analysis, we show that this subclass is a maximal subclass such that satisfiability is tractable (under the assumption that P # NP). We finally strengthen this result by showing that the ORD-Horn subclass is in fact the unique greatest tractable subclass that contains all the basic relations. From a practical point of view, these results imply that the path-consistency method has a much larger range of applicability than previously believed, provided we are mainly interested in satisfiability. Further, our results can be used to design backtracking algorithms for the full algebra that are more efficient than those based on other tractable subclasses.
Some words on methodology may be in order at this point. While proving tractability and the applicability of the path-consistency method is a (more or less) straightforward task, showing maximali~of a subclass with respect to the stated properties requires an extensive case analysis involving a couple of thousand cases, which can only be done by a computer. This case analysis leads to two interesting cases, for which NP-completeness proofs are provided. However, the case analysis itself cannot be reproduced in a research paper or verified manually, either. In order to allow for the verification of our results, 1For example, see Freksa [1992] , Schubert [1993a, 1993b] , Ghallab and Mounir Alaoui [1989] , Shamir [1992, 1993] , Ladkin and Maddux [1988, 1994] , Nokel [1989 Nokel [ , 1991 , Vald&z-P6rez [1987] , van Beek [1989 van Beek [ , 1990 , van Beek and Cohen [1990] , Vilain and Kautz [1986] , and Vilain et al. [1989] .
we therefore include the abstract form of the programs we used to perform the Table I ). An atomic formula of the form XB Y, where X and Y are intervals and B e B, is said to be satisfied by an interpretation iff the interpretation of the intervals satisfies the endpoint relations specified in Table I . Golumbic and Shamir [1992; , Ladkin and Maddux [1988] , van Beek [1992] , and Vilain 'The programs we used and an enumeration of the ORD-Horn subclass can be obtained from the authors or by anonymous ftp from duck. dfki Vilain and Kautz [1986] and mmimal labeling problem (MLP) by van Beek [1989] since it corresponds to finding the minimal network in a general constraint satisfaction problem. Allen [1983] , Ladkin and Maddux [1988] , Nokel [1991] , van Beek [1989] , van Beek and Cohen [1990] , and Vilain and Kautz [1986] . 'Note that we obtain a relation algebra if we add complement and union as operations [Ladkin and Maddux 1988, 1994] . For our purposes, this is irrelevant, however. 'Allen [1983] gives a composition Similarly to the notions of 1-interpretation, l-model, and I-satisfiability, we define an R-inteqx-etation to be an interpretation that interprets all endpoints in a set of clauses Q as real numbers, an R-model of 0 to be an Rinterpretation that satisfies Q, and R-satisfiability of Q to be the satisfiability of Q over R-interpretations.
If the clause C is logically implied by Q interpreted over R-interpretations, we write Q RR C. 
Not all relations permit a translation that leads to a clause form that is as dense as the one shown above, which contains only unit clauses, that is, clauses consisting of only one literal. However, in particular those relations that allow for such a clause form have interesting computational properties. For instance, the continuous endpoint subclass (which is denoted by %') can be defined as the subclass of interval relations that
(1) permit a clause form that contains only unit clauses, and (2) for each unit clause a # b, the clause form contains also a unit clause of the forma <borb <a.
As demonstrated above, the relation {d, o, s} is a member of the continuous endpoint subclass. This subclass has the favorable property that the pathconsistency method solves 1S1(27) [ van Beek 1989; van Beek and Cohen 1990; Vilain et al. 1989] . A slight generalization of the continuous endpoint subclass is the pointisable subclass (denoted by 9) that is defined in the same way as '%', but without 8It should be noted that such a translation is not unique. 9Note that the fifth and sixth clause are redundant. condition (2). The relation {d, o} is, for instance, an element of 9 -% because the clause form of (X{d, o}Y) contains (X-# Y-) in addition to the clauses of n(X{d, o, s} Y). It was claimed that the path-consistency method is also complete for 1S1(9) [Vilain and Kautz 1986] . However, van Beek [1990] gives a counter-example
showing that this claim is wrong. Nevertheless, the path-consistency method is still sufficient for deciding satisfiability [Ladkin and Maddux 1988; Vilain and Kautz 1986] . Using the fact that the path-consistency method needs 0(n3) time and employing the reduction used in the proof of Proposition 2.1, it follows that 1S1(9) can be solved in O(ns) time, where n is the number of distinct intervals.
It is possible to do better than that, however. Van Beek [1989 , 1990 and van Beek and Cohen [1990] give algorithms for solving ISI(W) in 0(n4) time and specify an algorithm for deciding ISAT(9) in 0(n2) time [ van Beek 1990] .
We generalize this approach by being more liberal concerning the clause form.
We 
By definition, the ORD-Horn subclass contains the pointisable subclass. Further, by the above example, this inclusion is strict.
Consider now the theory ORD that axiomatizes " = " as an equivalence relation and " < " as a partial ordering over the equivalence classes:
Vx, y, z: x s y A y s z +x s z (Transitivity) In the following, we assume that the clauses C = n(~) are minimal, that is, there exists no clause C' with fewer literals than C (with respect to setinclusion)
such that T(@) RR C'. Clearly, if there exists some clause form, there exists also a minimal clause form. Additionally, we assume that
where a, b, and c denote endpoints of the two intervals appearing in~. In other words, we assume that transitivity with respect to s , antisymmet~for positive unit clauses involving < and the "weakening" of = , and symmetry and reflexivity of positive unit clauses involving = are explicitly represented in the clause form, We call this the explicitness assumption, Note that this assumption is compatible with the assumption that all clauses in T(~) are minimal. is over%, it must be the case that T = % Finally, since all ORD clause forms are minimal and explicit, it follows that U = m(XTZ).
(2) C cannot be an instance of the refkxiuity axiom because we assumed that C is a non-unit clause.
(3) Suppose C is an instance of the antisymmetry axiom. Then fi *R (b, < a,), (b, < al).
PROOF. Let Q' be the subset of Q that contains all clauses of Q except the negative ones. By Lemma 4.3, it follows that Q' U {(al < bl ), (az < bz),
(az # bJ} is already R-unsatisfiable. Using the same arguments as in the PrOOf of Lemma 10, it follows that ORDO U Q' U {(al < bl)} t-u+ (b2 s az). Further, ORDO u Q' Ku+ (bz s a2) since otherwise Q U {(a2 < bz), (a2 + bz)} would be already R-unsatisfiable.
Hence, (al s bl ) is used in the positive unit derivation of (b2 s az). As in the proof of Lemma 4.3, there are two cases.
(1) There exists a sequence of unit clauses derivable from ORDO U Q' U {(al s bl} such that Hence, bz < al and bl < az are derivable by unit resolution. By soundness of positive unit resolution, the claim follows in this case.
(2) There is no unit (al < bl) in the sequence of unit clauses above. Since (al s bl) is involved in the derivation of (b2 s a~), a positive unit resolution step involving an ancestor of (al < bl ) with a clause from Q' must be involved.
Since the only negative literals in such clauses have the form c # d, al = bl must be derivable from ORDO U Q' U {(al < bl)} by positive unit resolution. However, this contradicts our assumption that O U {(al s bl), (al # bl)} is R-satisfiable.
Hence, the first case must apply, and the claim holds. u Hence, it must be the case that C= is the empty clause. As the second step, we show that for any clause C containing more than one literal in C< , we can construct two clauses Cl and Cz with fewer positive literals than C such that m({XR Z, Z S Y}) =~Cl, C, and {Cl, C,} *R C. Let (bl < al), (bz < az) be two literals from C< , let C; be C= without 
Subalgebras and Their Computational Properties
Although the introduction of the algebraic structure on the set of expressible interval relations may have seemed to be motivated only by the particular approximation algorithm employed, this structure is also useful when we explore the computational properties of restricted problems.
As it turns out, it is not necessary to explore the entire space of subclasses of the interval algebra In other words, 9 is the carrier of the least subalgebra generated by 9.
THEOREM 5.1. ISAT(@) can be polytomial(y transformed to ISA T(F).
PROOF.
Let Y=@ -Y. Every element of R G 7 is equivalent to some expression CR over & involving converse, intersection, and composition. Let m be the maximum number of operators appearing in these expressions
We will show by induction that for any set of intervals @ over S', we can construct a set @' over & such that \~' I s (2n X \@ 1) and (3 is 1-satisfiable iff (9' is. Since rn is fixed for given S, this is a polynomial transformation. Base step: m = 1. For any interval formula ( XR Y) = @ such that R = 7 one of the following cases applies:
(1) R = S" and S G~. In this case, the interval formula
replaced by (YSX).
(2) R = S n T and S, T E 9.
In this case, the interval formula (XR Y) in O is replaced by the two formulas (XS Y), (XT Y). (3) R = S o T and S, T E S'.
In this case, the interval formula (XR Y) in 61 is replaced by (XS Z), (Z T Y), where Z is a fresh interval.
Clearly, if (9 is l-satisfiable, then @' is and vice versa. Further I@' I s 21 X l@l.
hzductiue step:
We assume that the hypothesis holds for m = k and assume that the maximum number of operators appearing in expressions ER for R G 9 is k + 1. Let Y-' G Y be the relations R such that the expressions ER involve k + 1 operators.
For all these relations, we can find expressions E! over & -7' that contain only one operator. Applying now the above transformation for all R G Y-' using EL yields a set @" over & -7' of size 2 X I@l that is equivalent to @ with respect to 1-satisfiability.
Applying the induction hypothesis yields that it is possible to construct a set @' of size 2~+ 1 X I@ I that is equivalent to @ with respect to I-satisfiability, which proves the induction claim. u
In other words, once we have proven that satisfiability is polynomial for some set Y G d, this result extends to the least subalgebra generated by 9. However, if T @ F or { -} $! Y, the reduction does not apply any longer. In such a case, polynomiality of a set does not automatically extend to the least subalgebra generated by this set. In fact, Golumbic and Shamir [1992, 19931 show Shamir [1992, 1993] , Nokel [1989] , van Beek and Cohen [1990] , and Vilain et al. [1989] . The_test succeeds for all R GM -% Since for any set & that strictly contains S contains XR for some R = M -%, the claim must be true. u
For reasons of simplicity, we will not use the ORD-clause form in the following, but a clause form that also contains literals over the relations >, <, >. Then, the clause form for the relations mentioned in the lemma can be given as follows:
In plain words, {d, d" , 0-, s u , f} expresses the relation "strictly intersects and (starts after or ends after)" and {d -, 0, 0", s d , f u} expresses the relation "strictly intersects and (starts before or ends after)." We will show that each of these relations together with the two relations { <, d" , 0, m, f"} and { <, d, O, m, s}, which are elements of %, are enough for making the interval satisfiability problem NP-complete. The clause form of these relations looks as follows:
PROOF. Since ISAT(M) G NP, membership in NP follows.
For the NP-hardness part we will show that 3SAT can be polynomially transformed to ISAT(W~). This implies that any set containing~fi has this
property.
We will first prove the claim for fll. Let D = {C,} be a set of clauses, where Cl = 1,,1 V l,,Z V 1,,3 and the 1,,,'s are literal occurrences.
We will construct a set of interval formulas ( Additionally, we add a second group of formulas for each clause C,:
which leads to the inclusion of the following clauses in n ( (!3):
This construction leads to the situation that there is no model of (3 that satisfies for given i all disjuncts of the form (X,-l >~j ) in the clause form of m(Xl,,{d, d" , 04, S" , f)~~), since otherwise a cycle X,~l >~~> X,~z > -.. >~< > X,:l would be satisfied, which is impossible. The transformation for Y. is identical, except that we use {d" , 0, 0", S" , f u} in the first group of interval formulas added to @ and we exchange the order of Xl,,'s and~,,'s in the second group. u
It should be noted that the above NP-completeness result does not refer to the relation { <, >}, which has been used in all NP-completeness proofs so far Shamir 1992, 1993; Vilain and Kautz 1986; Vilain et al. 19891. Vilain et al. [1989] Allen [1983] , one necessary requirement is that all basic relations are contained in the subclass. Otherwise, we will not be able to specify complete information, that is, the exact relationship between two intervals. It is possible to deviate from Allen's framework, for instance, by considering macro relations of Allen's relations, as done by Shamir [1992, 1993] . However, in this case we base our representation on different assumptions than those spelled out by Allen [1983] . For this reason, we will only look for other tractable subclasses in the space of subclasses that contain the thirteen basic relations.
Since tractability (and NP-completeness) are properties of subalgebras, we can actually restrict ourselves to subclasses that contain the least sub algebra generated by the basic relations: M7={{B}IBG B}.
LEMMA 6.4. If Y is a subclass that contains the thirteen basic relations, then one of the following altematilles hold:
(1) FG~or (2) 
